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Abstract

In the U.S., comprehensive records of nationwide emergency diesel genera
tor (EDG) reliability at nuclear power plants have not been consistently 
collected. Those surveys that have been undertaken have not always been 
complete and accurate. Moreover, they hive been based On an extremely 
conservative methodology and success/fallure criteria that are specified 
1n U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reg. Guide 1.108. This Reg. Guide 
was one of the NRC's earlier efforts and does not yield the caliber of 
statistically defensible reliability values that are now needed.

On behalf of the U.S. utilities, EPRI is taking the lead in organizing, 
Investigating, and compiling a realistic database of EDG operating 
success/failure experience for the years 1983* 1984, and 1985. These data 
will be analyzed to provide an overall picture of EDG reliability. This 
paper describes the statistical methodology and start and run success/- 
fai lure criteria that EPRI 1s using. The survey is scheduled to be 
completed in March 1986.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is currently evaluating 
Its present regulations and considering new regulations bearing on the 
capability of nuclear plants to avoid station blackouts and to cope with 
station blackouts if they occur. This makes 1t essential that the nuclear 
Industry and the NRC have accurate data on the reliability experience of 
off-site and on-site AC power sources at nuclear plants.

The reliability of off-site power in the U.S. has been studied by 
EPRI and the records are being kept current by the Electric Power Research 
Institute. The data show that, contrary to earlier impressions, the 
reliability of U.S. off-site power is excellent. EPRI's goals for this 
database are very demanding. For each event it investigates to determine 
how long all off-site power is truly unavailable. This is to be 
contrasted to having an alternate source available but not used, or having 
a source become available but not used. For example, following the loss 
of all off-site power, the emergency diesel generators assume load. Even 
though it would be possible, if necessary, to resupply plant loads from 
off-site power very quickly, most plants are comfortable staying on the 
diesels until a convenient moment presents itself for switching back to 
off-site power. Also, in many events backup off-site power is available 
but not used and this important fact goes unreported. To acquire the 
detail necessary to discover these subtleties, it was necessary to review 
or reinvestigate past events.

The data show that for the 3 most recent years (1982-83-84) there 
were 0.013 events per site year lasting longer than 30 minutes compared to
0.049 events per site year for the years prior to 1982. The median 
duration of loss of off-site power has been slightly less than 1/2 hour 
and the longest duration has been 8 hours and 54 minutes. The improvement 
with the passage of years 1s to be expected since losses of off-site power 
should continue to decline for many reasons. All plants that have had 
repetitive problems have completed or have underway major corrective 
actions. The improvements appear to have been very effective. Moreover, 
every new nuclear plant, fossil plant, and switchyard added to the U.S. 
grid further reduces the average size and exposure of relay protected 
zones. Also, the newer plants all have highly redundant switchyard 
arrangements. Nonrandom losses of off-site power that are repetitive are 
corrected as they are indentified and there is little doubt they will 
cease to be a factor. It is expected that future losses of off-site power 
will be mostly random and few in number.

The database for off-s1te power reliability developed by EPRI is 
essentially identical to that developed by NRC. These databases are now 
being used in industry and NRC deliberations. EPRI's database has been 
published as an EPRI report "Losses of Off-Site Power at U.S. Nuclear 
Power Plants - All Years Through 1984" (NSAC-85). These results are one 
of the important inputs that is needed to determine the risk of core 
damage from station blackout.
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The reliability of the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) 1s another 
element Important in assessing the risk from station blackout. Comprehen
sive records of nationwide diesel generator reliability at U.S. nuclear 
plants have not been consistently collected. Those surveys that have been 
undertaken have been based on the success/failure criteria and methodology 
that 1s specified 1n NRC Reg. Guide 1,108. However, the Reg. Guide 1.108 
method of determining EDG reliability was one of the NRC's earlier efforts 
and emphasizes arbitrary conservatism. It does not yield the caliber of 
statistically defensible reliability values that are now needed. The Reg. 
Guide Is Inaccurate for three reasons:

Reason 1: According to the method of determining EDG reliability that is 
specified in Reg. Guide 1.108, the EDG must start and run at greater than 
50% load for longer than one hour to qualify as a countable run and 
success. Start-only (start without loading) and short load runs, even 
though the EDG successfully meets all the requirements placed on 1t, are 
not counted as runs and successes. On the other hand, start-only attempts 
that fall are counted as runs and failures.

Experience shows that there are many instances when an EDG is started 
manually or automatically, but there is no need to pick up load, and hence 
it is intentionally shut down. At least at some plants, this occurs more 
than 5 times as often as there are countable runs per Reg. Guide 1.108 
(that is >50% load for >1 hour). The net result is that the database from 
which failures are counted is considerably larger than the database from 
which successes are counted.

Reason 2: Reg. Guide 1.108 calls for EDG reliability to be determined 
using data that includes the last 100 load-run demands, as such demands 
are defined in the Reg. Guide. At some plants the last 100 load-runs 
demands that are to be counted per the Reg. Guide reach back to the mid- 
1970‘s. During this prolonged period most, 1f not all, EDGs have been 
modified many times to correct the underlying causes of identified 
problems. EDG reliability used 1n risk determinations should reflect 
conditions during the recent past and avoid the inclusion of data that 
represents the EDG and its operating environment in a much earlier state 
that no longer exists.

Reason 3: Failures as defined by Reg. Guide 1.108 include start attempts 
where the diesel required longer than 10 seconds to reach rated speed and 
voltage. However, it is not proper to classify all such events as fail
ures since a fast start 1s required only 1f a large break LOCA occurs con
current with a loss of off-site power, M l  Past bonafide EDG starts have 
been for a loss-of-off-site power without a LOCA. A loss of all off-s1te 
power concurrent with a LOCA will occur rarely, if ever. Reliability 
values for application to the station blackout issue should reflect this.
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Even with the large arbitrary conservatisms that are inherent in the 
success/failure criteria presently specified by Reg. Guide 1.108, the 
overall performance of EDGs at U.S. nuclear plants 1s very good. A study 
by R.E. Battle at Oaks Ridge National Laboratory* arrived at the following 
conclusions:

Estimates of the mean and median probabilities of failure
on demandb

Mean Median

LER data 0.017 0.011

Data supplied in response to a request 
in NRC generic letter 84-15

0.027 0.019

A study by P.W. Baranowsky of the NRCc also found the average failure 
per demand to be about 0.02 with a significant spread from the highest to 
the lowest. The following summarizes the Baranowsky results.

Diesel generator start attempts and failures for 
tests and actual demands*d

Start attempt 
category

No of 
demands

No of 
failures

Failures per 
demand

Test 13,665 253 0.019

Loss of offsite 
power

100 5 0.05

All emergency 
demands

539 14 0.026

Summarizes the responses to diesel generator reliability 
questionnaires beased on 45 nuclear power plants, with 86 
diesel generators, for operating year 1976 through 1980.

aBattle, R.E., "Emergency Diesel Generator Operating Experience, 
1981-1983", Oak Ridge National Laboratory, NUREG/CR 4347, 1985.

bIb1d. p.15.

cBaranowsky, P.W., "Evaluation of Station Blackout Accidents at Nuclear 
Power Plants", Technical Findings Related to Unresolved Safety Issue 
A-44, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, DRAFT NUREG-1032, 1985.

dIbid. p.4-6.
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The results of the above two studies are reassuring. But even these 
favorable results may be unduly pessimistic because they are based on and 
Impacted by the overconservatism of the Reg. Guide 1.108 success/fallure 
criteria and by the overall lack of complete and consistent industry-wide 
data. To help assure that industry and the NRC have available accurate 
emergency diesel generator reliability data, EPRI is taking the lead in 
organizing and preparing a realistic database of EDG operating 
success/fallure experience for the years 1983, 1984 and 1985. As with the 
off-site power database, the EOG database is being structured to provide 
reliability values that are realistic and that give a true measure of the 
impact that EOG reliability has on plant risk. This paper describes the 
methodology and success/fai lure criteria that are being used in preparing 
this database.

*
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EPRI*S CRITERIA FOR CLASSIFYING EDG STARTS 
AND RUNS AS SUCCESSES OR FAILURES

A. GENERAL

The methodology and criteria presented here are being used in the 
EPRI survey to determine which EDG starts and runs are successes and which 
are considered failures. The methodology yields a reliability value that 
accurately reflects the contribution of an EDG's reliability to plant 
risk. Successes and failures for starts only and truncated load-runs, as 
well as for countable load-runs are included in the reliability 
determination.

It is recognized that there are also factors other than reliability 
that affects an EDG's overall contribution to plant risk. Availability is 
one such factor, because when an EDG is out of service for purposes such 
as maintenance and repair, it is not available for emergences. However, 
the present greatest uncertainty is EDG unreliability and EPRI is making 
this aspect its first priority. Beginning next year (1986), the Institute 
of Nuclear Power Operations will collect information on both reliability 
and availability on an on-going basis.

B. BROAD METHODOLOGY

Bl. For the purpose of determining the impact on plant risk, EDG 
reliability is considered to have two elements:

a. Start reliability

b. Load-run reliability

It can be viewed that there are two phases to EDG operation; the 
start phase and the load-run phase. The start phase ends when the EDG 
begins a countable load-run as defined in criteria Dl, or is shut down.

B2. EDG reliability = (start reliability) x (load-run reliability).

B3. Start reliability is defined as:

______Number of successful starts
Total number of valid demands to start

Load-run reliability is defined as:

Number of successful load-runs 
Total number of valid demands to load
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C. START CRITERIA

Cl. Countable demands to start include all starts except as specified 1n 
criteria C3, whether with or without subsequent loading. The start demand 
may be by automatic Initiation, or by manual initiation from the control 
room or from local control if required by existing conditions.

Note: The EDG can be prelubricated and have warmed oil and water for 
all planned starts.

C2. A test start is a success if the EDG meets one of the following 
criteria:

Test Criteria

• 24 hour test (12-18 month Reaches stable rated V&F within
or refueling) specified time— now 10 seconds
(or Tech. Spec, specified time)

• All other tests Reaches stable rated V&F on speci
fied schedule that minimizes stress and wear

(V = Voltage; F * * Frequency)

Note: There is a prospect that in this future, fast starts will be
required in the U.S. only for 24 hour load-run tests (12-18 month 
or refueling) and one-hour load-run tests at 6 month intrevals.
For these two tests the NRC it expected to specify that the EDGs 
must stablize at rated voltage and frequency 1n the specified time 
to be countable as a success. For all other test starts, it 1s 
expected that the EDG will be allowed to reach rated voltage, 
frequency (and load) on a prespecified schedule that has been 
selected to minimize stress ând wéâh.

C3. A start attempt, whether test or real (non-test) 1s not to be 
considered a countable demand (nor a fcountâblë failure) when the start 1s 
unsuccessful (or terminated) for any of the following reasons:

a. An operating error that does not or would not prevent the EDG 
from being restarted and brought to load in a few minutes (without 
corrective maintenance).

b. A failure to start automatically, provided the EDG can be 
manually started from the control room (without corrective 
maintenance).

c. An incorrect trip signal that is not operative in the emergency 
mode.

d. A malfunction of equipment that is not operative in the emergency 
mode (e.g., synchronizing circuitry).
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e. Minor water leaks and minor oil leaks that would not preclude 
operation of the EDG in an emergency.

Note: Test starts that are terminated before completion because of an 
abnormal condition that would ultimately have resulted in EDG 
damage or failure are countable demands and failures.

C4. A real (non-test) start demand is a success 1f the EDG is stable at 
rated frequency and voltage within 5 minutes from the first demand 
attempt. A real demand occurs whenever an operating occurrence in the 
plant requires that the EDG start in the interest of plant safety. The 
demand may be via automatic circuitry or through operator action, and may 
be valid or inadvertent.

Note: To help assure that the EDG reliability values reflect as closely 
as possible the EDG1s true contribution to plant risk, the 
success/fallure criteria for real starts (whether valid or 
inadvertent) are slightly different than the success/failure 
criteria for test starts. Even for a real loss of all off-site 
power to the safety buses, the time required to reach rated 
frequency and voltage does not significantly impact overall plant 
risk so long as the unit is ready to assume load within some 
fraction of an hour. The selection of a particular permissible 
start time (5 minutes) for real demands is arbitrary but reason
able.

0. LOAD-RUN CRITERIA

Dl. The load-run phase begins when load is applied to the EDG. A load- 
run demand 1s countable, except as specified in criteria D4, if the EDG 
operates so that the load-run meets one of the folowing criteria:

a? An intention to meet the plant's load and duration specifications 
for Its 1-month, 6-month, 18-month, or other test required by plant 
Tech. Specs.

b. An Intention at any time to operate at greater than 50% of plant 
emergency safety feature load rating for one hour or longer.

c. Any load and load-run duration that derives from an automatic or 
manual real (non-test) signal, whether valid or inadvertent.

Note: Demand to load is defined to occur only after a successful start. 
Thus a failure to start is not counted as a failure to load-run 
(just as a successful start 1s not counted as a successful load- 
run). The start reliability includes the performance of the EDG 
until the unit is loaded or shutdown. The load-run reliability is 
determined by the performance 1n meeting the provisions of criteria 
Dl and D2.
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D2. A load-run 1s a success if the EDG falls under one of the provisions 
of criteria D1 and fulfills the load-run mission.

03. A load-run is countable as a demand and failure 1f it:

a. Falls under one of the provisions of criteria 01 and requires 
premature termination of the test, or falls to complete the mission 
of a real demand, and

b. It is not one of the exceptions celled out in paragraph D4.

D4. A real or test load-run attempt 1s not to be considered a countable 
demend (nor e counteble failure) when the loed-run is unsuccessful (or 
terminated for any of the following reasons:

e. An opereting error thet does not or would not prevent the EDG 
from being resterted end brought to load in a few minutes (without 
corrective maintenance).

b. An incorrect trip signal that is not operative in the emergency 
mode.

c. Malfunction of equipment that i£ not operative in the emergency 
mode.

d. Minor water leaks and minor oil leaks that would not preclude 
operation of the EDG in an emergency.

Note: Test load-runs that are terminated before completion because of an 
abnormal condition that would have resulted in EDG damage or 
failure if not terminated should be recorded as countable demands 
and failures.

E. GENERAL CRITERIA:

El. Starts and load-runs that are conducted as an aid to trouble shooting 
and maintenance or that are made during a period when the EOG has been 
declared out of service, are not countable demands, sqpcésses or failures.

Note: Whenever an EDG is started, or started qnd loaded to determine
whether or not some identified component of t!he unit is operating 
properly, or to search for some suspected problem, the start or 
load-run attempt should not be counted as a demand, success or 
failure. For example, a start attempt that is made to determine if 
a repaired air start motor 1s operating properly, should not be 
counted, or listed. Similarly, if previous experience gives reason 
to believe the governor is not working just right, a test run by 
maintenance personnel to investigate the matter should not be 
counted or listed. There should not be a disincentive, via the 
threat of a countable failure, to testing for problems that there 
is reason to believe may exist.
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E2. Start or load-run failures that occur during successive retry 
attempts, and that are caused by the same malfunction before 1t is 
realized that an underlying problem exists, should be considered to be one 
demand and one failure, for the start phase or load-run phase, whichever 
is applicable, unless the EDG 1s maintained, declared operable and 
returned to service between attempts.

Note: On the other hand, there have been instances where an EOG received 
corrective maintenance following a failure and was believed to be 
fixed. It was placed back in service, but on a later demand again 
failed from the same cause, that in reality had not been found.
Such a multiple failure with interposing corrective action should 
be counted as a multiple demand and failure.

E3. A planned load-run of shorter than one hour or less than 5035 load is 
not countable per criteria Dl. In the infrequent instances when such a 
planned load-run is initiated and a failure occurs during the run, the 
failure is to be counted as a failure of the start phase and not as a 
load-run attempt and failure.

Note: Such a load-run cannot be counted as a success because 1t does not 
meet the criteria of paragraph Dl. Therefore, to be even handed, 
if it fails it cannot be counted as a load-run failure. However, 
to keep the results as realistic as possible, the failure should 
not be ignored, hence it is best included as a failure of the start 
phase.

The following three exhibits show an example of the form that U.S. 
utilities are being asked to fill out for each EDG year and instructions 
that are pertinent to the form.
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Exhibit B.

HEADY REFERENCE

CRITERIA FOR OETERMININC NHICH E K  STARTS A *  RUNS ARE SUCCESSES AND FAILURES

STARTS

START DEMAND TYPE* COWCNTS SUCCESS CRITERIA*

Felt Test Sterts 
e 24 hour test (12- 

18 «nth or refuel Ing)

• 8 aontb. 1 hour test In 
future

• For this survey, successful fest 
Stert red'd only for 24 hour,
(12-18 aonth) test

• /In future. NRC *ey req. fest stert > 
\for 1 hour test et 6 aonth Intervals/

Reech steble reted VRF within 
specified tl*e— now 10 seconds 
(or Tech. Spec, specified tiae!

Slow Test Sterts 
• For this survey, ell test 
sterts other then the 24 hour 
(12-16 *onth) test

• Cen stert et rete to *1ni*ite 
stress 8 veer

/If there ere successive \ 
'failures to stert, see 1E2 !

• Reech steble reted vif on 
specified schedule (thet 
alnl arizes stress end weer).

Reel Sterts (Non-Test)
• Autonetic or annual, end 

velid or inedvertent

• blent operating occurrence 
requires Stert

• If there ere successive 
feilures to stert, tee 1E2

• Reech steble rated vtF 
within 5 minutes, end

• Be capable of fulfilling mis
sion in an emergency.

Test sterts for trouble- 
snooting or maintenance or 
wnile declered inooereole

• Not countable— do not list

*See paragraph C3 for unsuccessful And terminated st*rt attempts th*t would not prevent the EDG fro* fufulHng 
its mission in «n emergency. These should be entered with en *H" rether then e */■ in the fellure column, end 
not counted.

LOAD RUNS

LOAD-RUN DEMAND type” OWEN'S
tmse am* r v a i w n  a^ « « « r e  « e m s e w m s

SUCCESS criteria”
i w a n i f f e n t a  s e e tia s a iq ia  a s u s s e  aaramwa

Test Load-Runs
• 2* hour test (12-18 aonth)
• 1 hour test (6 month-future)
• 1 hour-test (I aonth)
• any tech spec req'd tests
• any test, >S01 ESF load 

for longer then 1 hour

Meet load end duration coamit- 
aent of test

Truncated Test Load-Runs A truncated test load-run is any 
test load-run not meeting any 
criterion of SOI

Not countable as a load-run. if 
fails during truncated run, counts 
as a failure of the start

Reel Load-Runs (Non-Test) 
w Automatic or manual, end 
valid or inedvertent

All reel load-run demands ere 
countable as successes or fail
ures regardless of the load 
or «ration

• Meet actual Toed end duration 
requirements of real (non-test) 
demand

• Be capable of fulfilling mis
sion In an emergency.

loed-Runs for trouble
shooting or maintenance or 
while declered inoperable

• Not countable— do not list

aaaaaa w* ae am mama * •-* aawmawM ■ae ••*§ewnmma mm a wwm * a ««a  am«aesamaoeaseM •aooo eaareaqaaaMN seaeeaeee m i n u i i m

**See peregreph DA for unsuccessful end tensineted stert attempts thet would not prevent the EOS fro* fufulling 
Its aission In en emergency. These should be entered with en *N" rether then e */* in the fellure column, end 
not counted.

DIESEL HAKE COPE

Al AlCO NB Nordberg
CB Cooper Bessemer T01 Transamerica Délavai
FM Fairbanks Morse NO Horthington
6H general Motors
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Exhibit C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT RECORD SHEETS

1. In most Instances there will be one record sheet for each EDG for 
each of the whole calendar years, 1983, 1984, 1985.

2. Filling out the records in pencil will result 1n the greatest speed 
and flexibility.

3. The outcome of all start and load-run demands, with the exception 
noted below, should be recorded in the main table of the record sheet.

Note: The only start and load-run attempts that are not to be recorded 
are those referred to 1n General Criteria.El. These are attempts 
related to trouble shooting, maintenance, and whenever the unit has 
been declared out of service.

4. Those start or load-run demands that are unsuccessful for reasons 
that would not preclude operation in an emergency and hence are not 
countable, as described 1n paragraphs C3 and C4, are to be listed
In the main table and failures table by placing an *'N" rather than a V "  
in the appropriate failure column (start or load-run).

5. Every event entry in the main table will record a start demand and 
the occasion for the demand. If the event continued to the load-run 
phase, it will also record that information. Where there was a load-run 
failure, the "run time" is the time to failure.

6. All events that are entered in the "failure column" of the main table 
either with a V "  or an "N", are also to be entered 1n the lower table.

Note: If an LER has not been prepared for an event, leave the LER entry 
blank. The "cause of failure" description should be brief but 
-indicate the immediate and next level cause of the problem. If the 
event 1s not to be counted ("N"), very briefly Indicate the 
reason. If additional space 1s needed for description, use any 
unused lines. Legible, reproducible handwriting 1s fine.

7. Add up the columns, excluding "N" entries, and enter in the 
appropriate spaces at the end of the main table and In the upper right- 
hand corner of the record sheet. The demands are the total of both 
successes and failures. "N"s are not to be counted, either as demands or 
failures.
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PRESENT STATUS

The U.S. utilities are currently collecting and recording the great 
amount of information called for by the survey. EPRI's goal is to Include 
the reliability history of all EDG's at U.S. nuclear plants for the years 
of 1983, 1984, and 1985. The history is to include start and load-run 
experience that occurred after the diesel units achieved stable perfor
mance following initial startup and shakedown. Fifty three nuclear power 
plant sites, having 160 EDG's have been asked to provide information for 
the survey. They represent about 450 EDG years of operation during the 
period 1983-1985.

EPRI hopes to receive and evaluate the data for the years 1983 and
1984 during the fourth quarter of 1985. The EDG reliability results for
1985 will be received during the first quarter of 1986.


